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Discover different 
ways of seeing

Expand your 

art vocabulary

Learn by examples

Exercise your mind 
thru visual workouts



This playbook in flashcard format serves as a 

companion to the UPAAT Clicks live 

photography webinar held in October 2020.  

This premiere volume of a multi-part series 

presents photography as a way of seeing.

It is based on an analytic approach to various 

elements of photography.  Thus, it is useful not 

just for the photographer but for the viewer as 

well.  It serves as a learning tool for the 

appreciation of the art of photography.  

Photographers, including smartphone users, 

can benefit from it by experimenting on and 

mixing up the shooting menu options 

presented.

© Copyright 2020 Leo Mascariñas. All rights reserved.  
Individual photographs may not be replicated, reproduced, 
altered, reused or repurposed without the express written 
permission of the author.



WARNING!

 First, they frame you.

 Then, they shoot you.

 Finally, they hang you on the wall.

Viewer discretion is advised.



Scope / Coverage

Decide on the expanse or coverage of your
picture. Your physical distance to the subject is
a primary determinant. You can move closer or
move farther away.

The capabilities of your camera equipment will
come in handy. You can remain at the same
spot and zoom in or zoom out with a simple
gesture on your smartphone or tablet.



From a distance | Overview

The image contains multiple elements.
• Key elements are interrelated.
• Find a nice arrangement of the elements.

Ottawa, Ontario | 2013



Panorama

The angle of view is wider than that of the
human eye which is about 130°.

• Panoramic shots (and even 360°) can be taken
with cameras and smartphones which have a
built-in function or with wide angle lenses.

• Wide-angle apps can be installed on tablets and
smartphones.

• Camera stability while doing a rotating motion
to take a panoramic shot is important.

• Some photo editing software can stitch together
multiple shots.

Mont Royal, Québec | 2013

180° 360°



Group shot

The image contains multiple similar elements.

• If the natural arrangement of the elements is linear,
take shots from different angles instead of the
common “firing squad” formation.

• If the elements are moveable, arrange them into
clustered formations.

Lisle, Illinois | 2014



Full subject

The primary objective is to capture the subject in
its entirety.

• The subject does not necessarily have to be
positioned exactly at dead centre.

• Consider putting context by covering more
background or including related objects.

Lisle, Illinois | 2014



Detail

Taking a much closer look of the subject can reveal
some of its features which are not usually noticed
or seen. Macrophotography is the term used for
extreme close-ups with the use of special lenses.

• Find out the minimum focusing distance of your
equipment by reading the manual or just by taking
pictures as close as possible without any blurring.

• Capture forms, shapes, or textures.

• You can use this technique for creating abstract
images.

• Small subjects will appear larger than life.

• Play a game with viewers by making them guess
what the real object is.

Lisle, Illinois | 2014



3-D | POV

There are three degrees of freedom with regards the
rotational movement of aircraft. The same concept
can be applied to the direction of your camera,
generally called point of view. Pitch refers to tilting
your camera up or down. Yaw is when you swing it
around. Roll is usually used when turning your camera
at a 90° angle, e.g., from landscape to portrait
orientation. Thus, you can play all angles.



Full frontal

The camera is pointed directly towards the subject
or a surface plane, be it real or imaginary. This is
the most natural point of view particularly for
photography beginners.

• Ensure that the dimensions of opposing sides of
the subject are equal.

Versailles, France | 2015



A new slant

The camera is pointed obliquely to the subject or a
seemingly flat surface such as a row of buildings.
This creates a sense of depth in your photo.
Perspective is a commonly used technique in
painting.

• Move to a position where you are not directly facing
a flat surface such that one end will appear to be
smaller than the other.

Versailles, France | 2015



Behind the scene

Going behind the scene provides a much different
view.

• Take a 180° turn.

• Disclaimer: The author claims no responsibility for
criminal charges of stalking.

Lisle, Illinois | 2014



Look down

Mind your step. Look at what you are standing on
or what’s beneath you.

• Simply tilt your camera to point to your shoes.

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Look up

By looking skyward, you can discover a new
perspective, different from the mundane view.

• Take a photo of the top of a tree or a building.

• Go inside a church and check out the ceiling. But be
respectful by refraining from taking photos during
an ongoing religious service.

Toronto, Ontario | 2011



Look up pa more

Being directly underneath a subject might yet
present a totally unexpected view. This is easy to
do with smartphones but difficult for cameras
without a reticulated/rotatable viewing screen.

• This is a pain in the neck.

Paris, France | 2015



Level up

The camera can be positioned at different elevations
relative to the ground. You can move it up or down as
depicted by the blue cylindrical bar in the illustration.



Human eye view

The human eye view is the most common level at
which photos are taken. In portraiture, slight
differences between the level of the camera and
subject’s eye lead to subjective interpretations.

• Lower the camera to make the subject appear to be
more dignified or authoritarian.

• Raise the camera to make the subject more amiable
or inferior.

Toronto, Ontario | 2006

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Cat’s eye view

Keep grounded.

• Bend down on your knees but make sure you’re
able to get up without any problem.

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Bird’s eye view

Great for overview and landscape shots.

• Stand on a chair or table.

• Find a higher ground.

Toronto, Ontario | 2011



Sky view

Get high.

• Buy a plane ticket and pay extra for a reserved
window seat. Take First Class for an unobstructed
view. There’s no point in flying if all you can see is
the airplane’s wing.

over the Canadian Rockies, Alberta | 2007



Visual Balance

The position and arrangement of multiple elements in
the picture affect visual balance.



Radial symmetry

The elements spread out from a central point in all
directions. A very common natural object is a
flower.

• Go under a dome.

Paris, France | 2015



Reflexive symmetry

One side mirrors the other.

• The architecture of a lot of old buildings,
particularly churches, typify this symmetry.

• Still water surfaces such as ponds can be used for a
mirroring effect.

Modena, Italy | 2018

Fatima, Portugal | 2012



Asymmetry

The main elements are neither radially nor laterally
arranged.

• Set your aim away from the subject.

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Rule of thirds

The rule of thirds is a photographic principle which
can applied to add more interest and energy to a
photograph. The space is divided into 9 equal
areas by two imaginary lines on each axis.

• Position your subject on or close to one of the four
intersections.

Prague, Czech Republic | 2015



Edgy

As the term implies, the subject is positioned very
close to the edge. Taken to extreme, the subject
may be cropped. For moving objects like cars,
they’re usually positioned such that the virtual
motion is directed towards the centre.

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Let there be light

What is photography all about?  
The word photography comes from the Greek
words φωτός [phōtos] (light) and γραφή [graphé]
(representation or recording).



Frontlight

The principal light directly hits the subject.

• When taking pictures of people, you’ll most
likely find them squinting when they’re facing
the sun.

Kingston, Ontario | 2013



Sidelight

Sidelighting emphasises the form and contour of
an object. It also enhances textures as it casts
shadows.

• Capitalise on the long shadows cast by the sun in
late afternoon.

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Backlight

Where the light source comes from behind the
subject, a silhouette outlining the shape of the
object is formed.

• This effect can also be achieved when the
background is much brighter than the object itself.

Lisle, Illinois | 2014



Backlight - Translucence

Strong light will pass through certain materials.
This will create a translucent effect.

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Specular lighting

Strong directional light will produce contrast as the
surfaces hit by the light will be brighter while those
that are not will appear darker.

Burloington, Vermont | 2013



Diffused lighting

Diffused light is non-directional, well-distributed,
and less Intense. This lighting commonly occurs
during overcast days when clouds obscure the sun.

• It has a more flattering effect on the subject for
outdoor portrait photography.

• Put your subject in the shade or cover it with an
umbrella.

Lisle, Illinois | 2014



Low key

Low key photography pertains to dark scenes
where the lighting is reduced. This cretes a
sombre mood.

• Take pictures of dark-coloured subjects in a dark
background.

• This will not work out when your exposure setting is
in automatic mode as it will lighten up your image.

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



High key

High key photos look brighter and cheerful.

• Choose light-coloured subjects that are well-lit.

• This will not work out when your exposure setting is
in automatic mode as it will darken your image.

Toronto, Ontario | 2010



Colour My World

Colour photography was invented towards the end of
the 19th century but its commercial availability and
widespread use didn’t happen until decades later
around the 1950s.

This section presents just a few aspects of colour
photography.



9 shades of gray

A group of black-and-white photographers
developed the Zone System which divides a photo
into nine shades of gray between black [Zone 0]
and white [Zone X (or 10) ].

• If your smartphone does not have a built-in setting
for black-and-white photography, you can install an
app.

• Try BW photography to enhance your composition
skills.

New York City, New York | 2016



Monocrhomatic

Monchromatic photos present hues in varying
intensities.

• Look around for identically coloured objects.

Toronto, Ontario | 2010



Cool, eh!

In the colour wheel, the range of colours from
purple to yellow-green are regarded as cool
colours.

over Verde Island, Philippines | 2016



You’re hot!

Warm colours consists of the hues from yellow to
red-purple.

• Take photos of autumn foliage.

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Complementary

Complementary colors are direct opposites in the
colour wheel.

• Try different combinations.

Toronto, Ontario | 2011

Lisle, Illinois | 2014



Vari-colour

You have several hues on your palette.

• Choose your wild.

Penetanguishene, Ontario| 2005



K-I-S-S

Keep it simple, sweetheart!

Painting is an additive process where the painter
starts with a blank canvas and adds elements one by
one. Photography is a subtractive process in that the
challenge for the photographer is to limit what’s
included in the photo.



Minimalism

Minimalism in art is aimed at the reduction to bare
essentials. As its proponents would probably
advise, “Do not over-complicate matters.”

• Use a plain background that has a uniform colour
and does not show much texture, thus producing
negative space in your image..

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Isolation

Isolation is a technique used to lead the viewer’s
eyes right into a subject.

• Find something that is quite different from the
things around it in terms of colour, brightness,
shape, etc.

• Sing the Sesame Street song “One of these
things is not like the others”.

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Isolation

You can interpret contrast literally or in a
conceptual sense.

• Organic vs. non-organic

• Pastoral vs. urban

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Framing

The framing technique is used by adding an
enclosure to the main subject to give it more focus.

• The sky is a natural frame.

Toronto, Ontario | 2011



Framing

A frame could be decorative in purpose.

Salzburg, Austria | 2012



Add some spice

Be creative!



Supporting actor

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



What a feeling!

Toronto, Ontario | 2005



Room with a view (or View with a Room)

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Birch White

Burlington, Vermont | 2013



Going in circles

Prague, Czech Republic | 2015



May I repeat?

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Patterns

Toronto, Ontario | 2010



Owning Your Own Shadow

Boracay, Philippines | 2007



Shadow of a Doubt

Frankenmuth, Michigan | 2005



Reflection

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



My Housekeeper’s Car

Toronto, Ontario | 2009



Souvenir from an Autumn Past

Toronto, Ontario | 2010



Je ne sais quoi

Freising, Germany | 2012

The French phrase Je ne sais quoi is literally
translated as “I don’t know.” It is used as a
euphemism to mean an indescribable pleasant
quality or appeal.



Ready

Aim

Shoot


